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Inter-item time intervals in sequential patterns
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Abstract. In sequential pattern mining, the time intervals between each
pair of items are usually ignored or mined using additional constraints
such as gaps. However, a large part of time-related knowledge is lost
during the original proposition of sequential pattern mining. In many
applications, time-related information is valuable and its preservation
is necessary. In this paper, we present two methods for exploiting time
intervals between items and evaluate them in a classification task using
a real-world customer intent dataset.
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1 Introduction

Creating realistic representations of real-world applications is an essential aspect
of data processing. In data mining, sequential pattern is a widely used pattern
structure in many domains, such as finance, medicine or e-commerce. Unlike
itemset pattern, sequential pattern mining consists in finding patterns from a
sequence database with temporal order within a list of items. During nearly 30
years of research, two directions of sequential pattern mining have emerged: (1)
Mining patterns faster, with models such as PrefixSpan [6] or BIDE [12]; (2)
mining patterns with more information. This approach is often based on al-
gorithms like those mentioned above. On the other hand, timestamp is often
difficult to process in sequential pattern mining tasks. In literature, we often
consider the timestamp of punctual events (items) as the period between two
elements, or as the duration of an interval over which the events spreads. The
classical sequential pattern mining model does not include timestamps, but sev-
eral solutions have been developed to solve this problem. In most approaches,
constraints are applied during frequent pattern mining, or as a post-processing
step. For instance, the duration constraint specifies the minimum or maximum
time that the patterns must not exceed, the gap constraint specifies the number
of items between two items in the resulting patterns and the length constraint
sets the minimum and maximum number of items in the sequence [10].

In this paper, we present a new sequence structure with itemized time inter-
vals instead of timestamps, with which the sequences can be enriched, and for
which, the most important, any existing sequential pattern mining algorithms
can be applied. Our classification based experimental evaluation shows that the
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features generated by our proposed sequential pattern structure allow to train
more accurate models than original sequences.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related
work. We describe in Section 3 our methods for integrating time intervals within
sequences. Section 4 presents an application of our methods on a real customer
intent dataset. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.

2 Related Work

In sequential pattern mining, the use of timestamps values, when available, has
been rather under-exploited in the literature, especially for representing the time
intervals between items. Kitakami et al. [8] and Chen et al. [2] extend PrefixSpan
pattern mining algorithm by allowing it to use gaps and time intervals. Hirate
et al. [7] generalize sequential pattern mining with item interval, gap and time
interval handling with constraints. Tran et al. [3] propose to use time interval
constraints and utility value to mine high utility sequential patterns. More elab-
orate methods have been added to the time constraints: MG-PrefixSpan [9] is a
derivative from PrefixSpan that enables to deal with the temporal relationships
between successive items in the sequential pattern, based on multi-granularities.
Guyet et al. [5] adapted the classical Apriori [1] paradigm to propose an ef-
ficient algorithm based on a hyper-cube representation of temporal sequences.
The algorithm of Gianotti et al. [4] adopts a prefix-projection approach to mine
candidate sequences.

Our approach is the first attempt to provide a way to exploit time in pat-
terns without modifying any mining algorithm and without having to apply
constraints.

3 Representing Time in Sequences

In this section we present our contributions. We first introduce preliminary no-
tations, then we propose two efficient methods to enrich sequences upstream of
classical sequential pattern mining methods.

3.1 Preliminaries

Let I = i1, ..., in be the set of all items. A sequence is defined as s = ⟨X1, ..., Xm⟩
which corresponds to an ordered list of items from I. A sequence can be associ-
ated with a vector of timestamps, denoted as vtime = ⟨ti1 , ..., tim⟩ which corre-
sponds to the time each event of the sequence occurs. A sequence database is a
large set of sequences, denoted by S.

A sequence sa of length p is contained in sequence sb of length q > p if and
only if Xai

⊂ Xbi∀ {i | 1 ≤ i ≤ p}: in this case, sa is a subsequence of sb, denoted
as sa ⊑ sb. Note that a sequence containing p items can have up to 2q−1 distinct
subsequences.
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For the following methods we consider to compute the interval between each
consecutive items of sequences. In this paper, we define the vector of sequence
intervals as Definition 1.

Definition 1. Let the interval between item ix with timestamp tix and item ix+1

with timestamp tix+1
be δ(ix,ix+1) = tix+1

− tix , the vector of sequence intervals

is defined as vinter =
〈
δ(i1,i2), ..., δ(im−1,im)

〉
.

3.2 Integrating Intervals in Sequences

We consider a sequence sa = ⟨X1, ..., Xm⟩ composed of m items and the vector

vsainter =
〈
δi1,i2 , ..., δim−1,im

〉
representing time intervals between items of sequence sa.

First we map each item of vsainter to a discrete partition of z =
〈
I1, I2, ..., I|z|

〉
.

Using vsainter and an ordered set of thresholds parameters α =
〈
th1, th2, ..., th|z|−1

〉
with th1 < th2 < ... < th|α|, each continuous interval δ(ix−1,ix) ∈ vsainter is mapped
to a partition Iy ∈ z if it validates the following relation:

δ(ix−1,ix) ∈ Iy ⇔ thy−1 ⩽ δ(ix−1,ix) < thy (1)

The function Z : vsainter → z, where z = {I1, ..., In} discretizes each value of
vector vsainter into the matching partition of z according to the relation presented
above.

Integration as Items (Method 1) We construct a new sequence sa
′
from

the original sequence sa by inserting intervals partitions from Z(vsainter) between
each observations of sa as follows:

sa
′
= ⟨X1, Z(i1), X2, Z(i2), ..., Xm−1, Z(im−1), Xm, Z(im)⟩ (2)

The resulting sequence contains twice as many items as the original sequence
and the last interval element Z(im) inserted equals zero.

Integration as Items suffixes (Method 2) This method is derived from the
method proposed in the previous section. As for the first method we consider
the sequence sa and the mapping function Z. Instead of adding new items to
represent time intervals in the sequence, we add a suffix to each item of sa that
indicates which time interval partition Z(i) has been associated to it. Each item
can thus take |I||z| distinct values.

sa
′′
= ⟨X1Z(i1), X2Z(i2), ..., Xm−1Z(im−1), XmZ(im)⟩ (3)
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4 Experiments

We report in this section that sequences with added time intervals have a better
predictive performance than normal sequences. We compare the results of mod-
els trained on features created from frequent patterns in the raw and modified
sequence databases.

4.1 Datasets and models

We use a clickstream dataset provided by an e-commerce website, published
and described in [11] which has recently been used in the work of [13]. Authors
present seq2pat, a new research library for sequence-to-pattern generation that
allows to turn patterns into features by one hot encoding the presence of each
pattern for each sequence. The dataset contains 203,084 click sequences including
8,329 sequences with a purchase (called positive sequences). The sequences are
composed of six different types of events (page view, add to cart, purchase,...),
and the biggest sequence has 155 items.

Fig. 1. Overall view of experiments

We conduct our experiments using the dataset presented previously and
seq2pat python library. We clean and prepare the dataset using the code pro-
vided by [13]. Figure 1 shows the different steps of our analysis. First we apply
the two methods presented in the last section to the sequence database using
the timestamp vector provided. We choose to model inter-items intervals with
three discrete partitions and set the two corresponding thresholds parameters
(10 seconds and 30 seconds) using the quantiles of the list of all inter-items inter-
vals of the database. It ensures that there is a consistent number of intervals in
each partition. This results in three different sequential databases created using
set2pat to mine frequent patterns. From those three sequential databases we gen-
erate features from patterns with set2pat (one-hot encoding). Resulting datasets
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are described as follow: dataset D RS includes features generated from frequent
patterns in the raw sequence dataset. D M1 includes features generated from
frequent patterns in the raw sequence dataset enhanced with method 1. D M2
includes features generated from frequent patterns in the raw sequence dataset
enhanced with method 2. D M1 RS and D M2 RS include respectively features
from D RS + D M1 and D RS + D M2. For each dataset we train on AUC a
random forest classifier composed of 100 trees, using a ten fold cross validation
with scikit-learn python library [1].

4.2 Results

Table 1 presents the average results on several metrics for all previously described
datasets. When we use only the sequences modified by our methods the perfor-
mances are not better than with the initial sequences. D M1 RS and D M2 RS
have higher scores for all metrics than D RS. This shows the potential of our
method to enhance the task of customer intention prediction.

Table 1. Results of the 10-folds cross-validation on a RF using five datasets.

Dataset AUC Recall Precision F1-score

D RS 89.32 (±1.91) 75.50 (±4.48) 83.59 (±3.11) 79.26 (±3.11)

D M1 88.95 (±1.99) 77.80 (±4.28) 83.43 (±3.35) 80.47 (±3.31)

D M2 85.96 (±2.24) 65.60 (±4.80) 83.68 (±3.60) 73.43 (±3.53)

D M1 RS 93.06 (±1.87) 78.70(±3.77) 83.78 (±3.20) 81.12(±2.99)

D M2 RS 93.68(±2.24) 75.90 (±4.25) 83.84(±3.07) 79.61 (±3.05)

When looking at features importance of the model trained with D M1, five of
the ten most important features contain interval items that we have constructed.
For D M2 the notion of time is included in all the features by construction.

5 Conclusion

We presented two methods to include inter-item time intervals into sequences.
They have the advantage of being independent from pattern mining algorithms
as it is a data preparation step and can be used with almost all existing pat-
tern mining algorithms, including sliding windows based methods. It enhances
the sequences using a fast and simple implementation. The resulting sequence
database stays interpretable as the mapped time intervals are user defined. Ta-
ble 2 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the presented methods.
Experiments show an improvement of performances when using our enhanced
sequences on a customer intent classification task. Moreover, our methods do
not have a processing time concern as it is a small and simple pre-processing
task and it is independent of the pattern mining algorithm used. The integration
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Table 2. Advantages and drawbacks of presented methods

Advantages Drawbacks

Method 1 - Independant from pattern mining algorithm - Double sequence length
- Sequence enriched by interval data - Decrease of mean support
- Fast and simple implementation - Setting parameters

Method 2 - Independent from pattern mining algorithm - More distinct items in database
- Sequence enriched by interval data - Setting parameters
- Fast and simple implementation
- No increase in sequence length

of temporal knowledge within sequences could improve pattern mining applica-
tions, for instance in medicine or in finance. As future work, this method can be
adapted to interval items, in other words items that have a duration.
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